
Quick Grave Stone Locator 
Until this time there has been no easy to use stone locator for this cemetery.  The church office is no 
longer here and is not always open.  St Clement has closed and other parishes have merged in. Using 
the diagram below and the coordinates listed above in the Index will give you the location of any stone 
within a foot or so. (I plan to add these coordinates  this summer because at the moment the area is 
covered with snow.)
     This cemetery is basically a rectangle. Engleman Street is it's longest side and that is on the North 
side which will be the top of the map as in standard map layout.
The St Clement School parking lot is on the West side which will be  the left side of the map rectangle.
The Dunn Home is at the far right side which is East.
Ritter Street is the South border.

On the Index the coordinates of all stones which have been located are listed in two ways
First by Row and Aisle location in yards from the top left (NW corner of the cemetery.)
And by GPS coordinates for those with this feature on their smart phone.

Using the cemetery historical marker as an example: physical location is WE row 5, NS aisle 98
Think of the cemetery as overlaid with a grid marked in yards.  NS row is the first row down
and aisle 1 is the first row starting at the far left which is West.
Since the Marker is in a row 15 feet south of the top, that is row 5 because each row is three feet
Since the marker is 296 feet from the West side of the cemetery it is in aisle 98
Instead of pacing out or measuring out the distance one could use the GPS coordinates from their cell 
phone or use a landmark.  I am including on the next page a list of prominent landmarks and directions 
to easily get to them.  In that way you will know the general location in the cemetery and should be 
able to follow the directions to the closest landmark easily.

 Engleman St 
   NS aisle 1  aisle 2  aisle 3             aisle 98 
     ___________________________          ______________________________________________
W-Erow 1   3'x3'
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                                                                                                       Marker
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RITTER STREET
     11EE   11 RITTER ROWS
     AS    ANGEL STATUE
     BC   BIG CRYPT
     CS   CEMETERY STATUE
     C     CHAPEL
     CW   CHAPEL WALKWAY
     DH    DUNN HOME
     HM   HISTORICAL MARKER
     MA   MAINTENANCE AREA
     MM   MURRAY MEMORIAL
     NE    NORTH EAST CORNER
     NES   NORTH EAST CORNER SECTION
     NW   NORTH WEST CORNER
     PL   PARKING LOT
     SE    SOUTH EAST CORNER
     SW   SOUTH WEST CORNER
     SCS   ST CLEMENT SCHOOL
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